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"Imagine a group of people who declare, "I am the stepping-stone of God's eternal and 

unchanging truth. Even though I am hungry, in ragged clothes and uneducated, other than me, 

there is no one who can hold Your hand with a sincere heart and devotion. Other than me, there is 

no one who can adjust Your clothes. Other than me, there is no one who can fix Your shoes. 

Other than me, it cannot be done." On the day such a group of people comes together, they can 

conquer Satan's world without a fight. We ourselves are the important factor." 

By True Parents 

 

The PEACEFUL FAMILIES ORANIZATION, has started 2021 with a great determination to fulfill her 

motto for 2021. After offering the 2020 report of activities to our Heavenly Parent and our True Parents in 

a queer and remote refugee environment named WORLD PEACE HOME, we kicked start this 2021 with 

a two days workshop under the theme: THE ROLE OF COUPLES IN BUILDING WORLD PEACE 

from the 12th to the 13th of January 2021. 

 

Today the 16th January 2021, some of the Blessed couples and ardent supporters of this True Parent' 

vision gathered at the WORLD PEACE HOME yard to work. This farm yard is aimed at setting up an 

agricultural complex to make a base upon which our Heavenly Parent and True Parents blessing can grip 

and flourish on earth forever and ever to contribute in feeding the world. This first phase is intended to 

carry on intensive cultivation to improve on our refugee nutrition. We intend to have a poultry, a fish 

pond and vegetable sections. I told them that we have to push on. We are blessed persons and we are 



 

 

wealth. By the time we put words into action, we shall find those Heavenly parents have prepared to work 

through us. 

 

Those who attended have to trek about 6 kilometers to and from to come and work. We held a Hoon Dok 

Hae session sharing True Parents words to encourage and improve on their motivations to become flag 

bearers in inheriting and expanding our Heavenly Parents and True Parents foundations. The families of 

Adagom 1 had already resolved that each Saturday, they will come and work and carryon education then 

go home. The Adagom 3 families are soon to surely join their sister Adagom 1's resolution. In this 

manner, even when as hungry they are heavenly fortune will follow them. 

 

 
 

This exercise was wonderful in that, when looking at their ages, and considering their refugee stress from 

hunger and desperation, the way they worked was very passionate and loving. We did the cleaning of the 

farm yard, transporting firewood to the World Peace Home for kitchen usages. Prayers were held by 

Blessed couples to permit the overflow of our Heavenly parent and true Parents' s blessings. 

 

The next Saturday we will gather for such a general working session. We are determined to make more 

actions than words. We are determined to prove to the world our blessings. We are determined to 

manifest our true parents foundations where ever we shall be. We are determined to make ourselves True 

Parents where ever we are. Welcome 2021. 

 

We express our love and gratitude to our Heavenly Parents and true parents and all of you out there. 

Aju!!! 

 

By 

 

Obi Comas Okuk 

Founder Peaceful Families Organization 


